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Where are we? 1 Session << 45 minutes

DEVELOP TEACHENGAGE
Read the Topic Overview and 

do the math to experience 
the content development.

at the Module level at the Lesson level

MATH REPRESENTATION

8 Sessions 10 Sessions 11 SessionsPacing

How are the key concepts of 
Sequences developed?
In Sequences, students explore sequences 
represented as lists of numbers, in tables 
of values, by equations, and as graphs on 
the coordinate plane. They move from their 
intuitive understanding of patterns to a more 
formal approach of representing sequences 
as functions. In later modules, they will use the 
connection between arithmetic sequences and 
linear functions and some geometric sequences 
and exponential functions to examine each 
function family structure.

After articulating the differences between 
various sequences, students define arithmetic 
sequences as those with a common difference 
and geometric sequences as those with a 
common ratio. They then match sequences to 
corresponding graphs. 

Once familiar with sequences structure, 
students write recursive and explicit formulas for 
arithmetic and geometric sequences.

 See Math Representations. 

The final lesson of the topic introduces the 
modeling process. Defined in four steps—
Notice and Wonder, Organize and Mathematize, 
Predict and Analyze, and Test and Interpret—the 
modeling process gives students a structure for 
approaching real-world mathematical problems.

The explicit formula represents the 
sequence as a function.

Arithmetic Sequence

Geometric Sequence

TOPIC 3 
Linear Regression

TOPIC 2 
Sequences! 

TOPIC 1 
Quantities and 
Relationships

MODULE 1
Searching for

Patterns

Sequences
OVERVIEW: TOPIC 2

nth 
term
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previous 
term
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Module 1  Topic 2  Overview2

Problem sets for additional practice of the lesson skills.

standards

Activities 
sequenced to 
address standards 
and meet 
content goals.

learning 
together

materials

Workspaces aligned 
at the lesson 
level to support 
benchmarking 
through self-paced 
MATHia.

learning 
individually

For students 
without access 
to MATHia.

Median time for students to complete MATHia for this topic is ,,110 minutes.

1

LESSON 1

Is There a Pattern Here?
Recognizing Patterns and Sequences

Learning Goals

• Recognize and describe patterns.

• Represent patterns as sequences.

• Predict the next term in a sequence.

• Represent a sequence as a table of values.

REVIEW  (1–2 minutes)

	\Answer each question.

Write the next three terms in each pattern and explain how you generated each term.

J, F, M, A, M, J, J, A, S, . . .

O, N, D; They are the first letter of 
each month.

S, M, T, W, . . .

T, F, S; They are the first letter of 
each day of the week.

5, 10, 15, 20, . . .

25, 30, 35; They are all increasing 
by 5.

100, 81, 64, 49, . . .

36, 25, 16; They are all decreasing 
perfect square numbers 
beginning with 10.

1 2

3 4

KEY TERMS

sequence 

term of a 
sequence 

infinite sequence 

finite sequence

How are patterns related 
to sequences and how can 
sequences be represented 
using a table of values?

Since early elementary school, you have been recognizing 
and writing patterns involving shapes, colors, letters, 
and numbers.
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Lesson 1 	\	Is There a Pattern Here?

TOPIC 2 
Sequences 

1 Is There a Pattern Here?

2 The Password Is...
Operations!

3 Did You Mean: Recursion?

4 Pegs

TOPIC 1 
Quantities and Relationships

TOPIC 3 
Linear Regressions

103

LESSON 2

The Password Is... Operations!
Arithmetic and Geometric Sequences

Learning Goals

• Determine the next term in a sequence.

• Recognize arithmetic sequences and geometric sequences.

• Determine the common difference or common ratio for a sequence.

• Graph arithmetic and geometric sequences.

• Recognize graphical behavior of sequences.

• Sort graphs of sequences.

REVIEW  (1–2 minutes)

	\ Evaluate each numeric expression.

 2 (3  1 _ 2  )     2 (  7 _ 2  )  = 7   (− 4)  (− 3)   12

   2 _ 3   +   1 _ 2        5 _ 6   +   3 _ 6    =    8 _ 6   =   4 _
3      − 3 _ 4   −   1 _ 3        − 9 _ 12   −   4 _ 12    =    − 13 _

12   

1 2

3 4

KEY TERMS

arithmetic 
sequence

common 
difference

geometric 
sequence

common ratio

What common characteristics 
appear in sequences?

You have represented patterns as sequences of 
numbers—a relationship between term numbers and 
term values.
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Lesson 2 	\	The Password Is...Operations!

TOPIC 2 
Sequences 

1 Is There a Pattern Here?

2 The Password Is...
Operations!

3 Did You Mean: Recursion?

4 3 Pegs, N Discs

TOPIC 1 
Quantities and Relationships

TOPIC 3 
Linear Regressions

Log in to 
MyCL 

for lesson 
support 

including:

Slides

Videos

LESSON 1 LESSON 2

PLAN FOR
7 class 
sessions 
and ~3 
MATHia 
sessions

Is There a Pattern Here?
Recognizing Patterns and 

Sequences

The Password Is...
Operations!

Arithmetic and Geometric Sequences

F.IF.3, F.IF.5, F.BF.1a F.BF.2

Students write a numeric sequence to 
represent ten contexts or geometric 
patterns. They represent each sequence 
as a table of values, state whether it is 
increasing or decreasing, and describe 
it using a starting value and operation. 
Students determine that all sequences are 
functions and have a domain that includes 
only positive integers. They learn the 
definition of infinite sequence and  
finite sequence.

Given numeric sequences, students 
generate additional terms, describe a rule, 
and intuitively sort the sequences based 
upon common characteristics. They then 
analyze the definitions for arithmetic and 
geometric sequences, categorize the given 
sequences based on the definitions, and 
identify the common difference or common 
ratio. Students practice writing sequences 
with given characteristics.

• Describing Patterns in Sequences
• Graphs of Sequences

None •  Scissors
•  Glue

• Describing Patterns in Sequences •  Analyzing and Extending Sequences
•  Identifying Arithmetic and Geometric

Sequences

2 Sessions 2 Sessions

OVERVIEW: TOPIC 2
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Problem sets for additional practice of the lesson skills.

For the most up-to-date MATHia alignment, log in to MyCL.
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1

LESSON 3

Did You Mean: Recursion?
Determining Recursive and Explicit 
Expressions from Contexts

Learning Goals

• Write recursive formulas for arithmetic and geometric sequences from contexts.

• Write explicit expressions for arithmetic and geometric sequences from contexts.

• Use formulas to determine unknown terms of a sequence.

REVIEW  (1–2 minutes)

	\Answer each question. 

The local bank has agreed to donate $250 to the annual turkey fund to help feed families 
in need. In addition, for every bank customer that donates $50, the bank will donate $25.

A sequence describes the relationship 
between the number of $50 donations 
and the amount of the bank’s donation. 
Is the sequence arithmetic 
or geometric?

The sequence is arithmetic 
because the common difference 
is 25.

How can you calculate the 10th term 
based on the 9th term?

Add 25 to the ninth term.

What is the 20th term?

The 20th term is $725.

1 2

3

KEY TERMS

recursive 
formula

explicit formula 

How can you write equations to 
represent these functions?

You have learned that arithmetic and geometric sequences 
always describe functions.
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Lesson 3 	\	Did You Mean: Recursion?

TOPIC 2 
Sequences 

1 Is There a Pattern Here?

2 The Password Is...
Operations!

3 Did You Mean: Recursion?

4 Pegs

TOPIC 1 
Quantities and Relationships

TOPIC 3 
Linear Regressions

1

LESSON 4

3 Pegs, N Discs
Modeling Using Sequences

Learning Goals

• Model situations using recursive and explicit formulas.

• Translate between recursive and explicit expressions of a mathematical model.

• Explore the process of mathematical modeling.

REVIEW  (1–2 minutes)

	\Answer each question. 

Write an explicit formula for each arithmetic sequence.

  {9, 8, 7, 6, 5, . . .}  

 9 − 1 (n − 1)  

  {20, 40, 60, 80 . . .}  

 20 + 20 (n − 1)  

  {1,   5 _ 2  , 4, 5.5, 7,   17 _ 2   . . .}  

 1 +   
3
 _ 2   (n − 1)  

1 2

3

KEY TERM

mathematical 
modeling

world situation using both 
recursive and explicit formulas 
for sequences?

You have written recursive and explicit formulas for 
arithmetic and geometric sequences. How can you model 
a real-

©
 Carnegie Learning, Inc.

Lesson 4 	\	3 Pegs

TOPIC 2 
Sequences 

1 Is There a Pattern Here?

2 The Password Is...
Operations!

3 Did You Mean: Recursion?

4 Pegs

TOPIC 1 
Quantities and Relationships

TOPIC 3 
Linear Regressions

LESSON 3 LESSON 4

Did You Mean: Recursion?
Determining Recursive and Explicit 

Expressions from Contexts

3 Pegs, N Discs
Modeling a Situation 

Using Sequences

Students analyze a real-world scenario that 
involves a sequence. A worked example 
defines a recursive formula, and students 
write and use a recursive formula for the 
scenario. With large term values, students 
realize the need for an efficient strategy, at 
which point a worked example defines an 
explicit formula. They then practice using 
these formulas with both arithmetic and 
geometric sequences.

Students explore mathematical modeling 
through four activities outlining each step 
in the process. They play a game and 
observe patterns. Students then organize 
their information and represent the patterns 
mathematically. As a third step, students 
make predictions using their recursive and 
explicit formulas. Finally, students test their 
predictions and interpret their results.

• Writing Recursive Formulas
• Writing Explicit Formulas

•  Graphic Organizers from The Password Is…
Operations!

• Scissors
• Coins (optional)

F.BF.1a F.BF.2

• Writing Recursive Formulas
• Writing Explicit Formulas

1 Session 2 Sessions
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Connection to Prior Learning

Connection to Future Learning
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Module 1  Topic 2  Overview4

OVERVIEW: TOPIC 2

What is the entry point for students?

Students have been analyzing and extending numeric patterns since elementary school. 
In middle school, they connected term numbers and term values as the inputs and 
outputs of a function.

After analyzing and describing patterns in various equations and graphs in Quantities 
and Relationships, students continue recognizing patterns in sequences. In addition to 
describing patterns of numbers as they did in grade 8, they will now write recursive and 
explicit formulas for relationships. Students will use what they know about functions to 
recognize that every sequence is a function.

Why is Sequences important?

Recognizing that all sequences are functions is an essential building block to the study of 
functions throughout high school mathematics. Understanding arithmetic sequences, including 
their graphical and algebraic representations, is the foundation for linear functions. Likewise, 
students will recognize that some geometric sequences represent exponential functions and 
have the defining characteristics of that function family.

Using the modeling process to examine patterns in numbers and the structure of their 
representations helps students use functions to model real-world phenomena. 

MATH REPRESENTATION

MATH REPRESENTATION

In the mapping shown, the set of ordered pairs is  
{(1, 7), (2, 1), (3, 5), (4, 3)}. 

The domain is {1, 2, 3, 4}, and the range is {1, 3, 5, 7}.

This mapping represents a function because each input, or domain 
value, is mapped to only one output, or range value.

1

2

3

4

1

3

5

7

Consider two accounts that each have an initial balance of $500. One account earns 
3% simple interest each year while the other earns 3% compound interest each year.

Time
(years)

Simple
Interest
Balance
(dollars)

Compound
Interest
Balance
(dollars)

0 500 500
1 515 515
2 530 530.45

10 650 671.96
100 2000 9609.32

Ba
la

nc
e 

(d
ol

la
rs

)

Time (years)

f(t) = 500(1.03)t

f(t) = 500 + 15t

1300
1200
1100
1000

900
800
700
600
500

0
5  10  15  20  25 30 35 40 45 x

y
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Log in to MyCL 
for resources 

that support student 
meta-cognition.

Module 1  Topic 2  Overview 5
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How does a student demonstrate understanding? 
Students will demonstrate an understanding of the standards in  
Sequences when they can:

Understand that a sequence represents a relationship between term numbers 
(inputs) and term values (outputs).

State the appropriate domain for a sequence.

Distinguish between arithmetic and geometric sequences.

Recognize that an arithmetic sequence has a common difference between terms 
and a geometric sequence has a common ratio between terms.

Determine the common difference in an arithmetic sequence and the common 
ratio in a geometric sequence represented in tables and graphs.

Describe the graph of an arithmetic and geometric sequence.

Explain that a recursive formula tells you how to determine the next value of a 
sequence from the previous value.

Explain that an explicit formula tells you how to determine any value given the 
term number.

Distinguish and translate between explicit and recursive formulas.

Write recursive and explicit formulas for any sequence, including those 
presented as real-world scenarios.

Utilize a modeling process to analyze and solve problems.

habits of mind
How do the activities in Sequences promote student expertise  
in the mathematical practice standards?

All Carnegie Learning topics are written with the goal of creating mathematical thinkers who are 
active participants in class discourse, so elements of the habits of mind should be evident in all 
lessons. Students are expected to make sense of problems and work towards solutions, reason 
using concrete and abstract ideas, and communicate their thinking while providing a critical ear 
to the thinking of others.

Throughout Sequences, students use tools—tables, graphs, and equations—to model situations 
as arithmetic and geometric sequences. They examine the structure of these sequences to 
recognize key and defining characteristics. Finally, students use the modeling process to solve a 
real-world sequence problem.
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Module #  Topic #  Overview6

TOPIC-LEVEL RESOURCES

Mixed Practice
At the end of each topic, a Mixed Practice 
worksheet provides practice with skills from 
previous topics and this topic.

Spaced Review 
Fluency and problem solving from previous topics

End of Topic Review 
Review problems from this topic

Downloadable and 
editable in Word

Editable via Edulastic

A version with additional 
space for students to 
write their answers.

Log in to MyCL for digital resources.

Module 1  Topic 2  Summary 1High School Math Solution Algebra 1
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TOPIC 2: Summary Name: 

Log in to MyCL for digital resources. Watch a video of each Worked Example.Log in to MyCL for digital resources. Watch a video of each Worked Example.

LESSON 1

Is There a Pattern Here?
Remember •  A sequence is a pattern involving an ordered arrangement of numbers, 

geometric figures, letters, or other objects.

•  A term of a sequence is an individual number, figure, or letter in the sequence.

•  You call a sequence that continues on forever an infinite sequence. You call a 
sequence that terminates a finite sequence.

An album that can hold 275 baseball cards is filled with 15 baseball cards at the end of 
each week.

A sequence to represent how many more baseball cards can fit into the album at the end 
of each week is: 

275 cards, 260 cards, 245 cards, 230 cards, 215 cards, 200 cards 

This sequence begins at 275 and decreases by 15  
with each term. The pattern cannot continue forever  
since you cannot have a negative number of cards,  
so this is a finite sequence.

WORKED EXAMPLE

Let’s review what you learned about

Sequences
A sequence is a special type of function whose domain 
is the set of positive integers. Two important categories 
of sequences are arithmetic, which have a common 
difference between terms, and geometric, which have 
a common ratio between terms. You can represent a 
sequence as a list of numbers, in tables of values, by 
equations, and as graphs on the coordinate plane.

KEY TERMS
sequence
term of a 
sequence

infinite 
sequence

finite 
sequence

arithmetic 
sequence
common 

difference

geometric 
sequence

common ratio
recursive 
formula
explicit 
formula

mathematical 
modeling

Term 
Number

Term  
Value

1 275
2 260
3 245
4 230
5 215
6 200

A1_M01_T02_TS.indd   1A1_M01_T02_TS.indd   1 10/20/20   8:29 AM10/20/20   8:29 AM

Topic Summary
Available online, a Topic Summary reviews 
the main concepts for the topic. 

Essential Ideas for each lesson.

A video of the  
Worked Example 
being solved

A version with additional 
space for students to  
write their answers.

Log in to MyCL for digital resources.

OVERVIEW: TOPIC 2
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  This Mixed Practice worksheet includes two sections: Spaced Review and 
End-of-Topic Review. Use a separate piece of paper to show your work.

MIXED PRACTICE

Module 1  Topic 2  Mixed Practice
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Spaced Review
 Practice concepts from previous topics.

  Determine whether each data set 
represents a function.

 a   {(5, 8), (6, 2), (2, 6), (1, 8), (4, 6)}

 b  
x y

2 9

6 8

4 7

2 4

8 2

  Identify the function family for  
each graph.

 a  y

x

 b  y

x

  Determine the independent and 
dependent quantities in each 
scenario. Include units when possible.

 a   A lamp manufacturing company 
produces 750 lamps per shift.

 b   A grocery store sells pears by the 
pound. A customer purchases 3 
pounds for $5.07.

  Determine the function family for  
each equation.

 a   g(x) 5 –15ux 2 2u 1 430

 b   h(x) 5 3(–5)x 2 17

  Brinleigh grouped each pair of graphs. 
Use characteristics of the graphs to 
explain why.

 a  

 b  

1

2

3

4

5

y

x

4

0

8

–4

–8

4 8–4–8

Graph B
y

x

4

0

8

–4

–8

4 8–4–8

Graph A

y

x

4

0

8

–4

–8

4 8–4–8

Graph A
y

x

4

0

8

–4

–8

4 8–4–8

Graph B

A1_M01_T02_MP.indd   1A1_M01_T02_MP.indd   1 10/19/20   4:44 PM10/19/20   4:44 PM

MATHia Workspaces are 
highlighted in select lessons to help 
you understand the connections 
and what you might want to review.
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Home Connection
Teachers, encourage your families to log into 
the Home Connection to access a collection of 
resources that supports their students as they 
learn about Proportionality. 

www.carnegielearning.com/home-connection

For families with limited online access, 
print and send home the Home Connection. 

Assessment
An Assessment Overview identifies the 
standard(s) aligned with each item on every test.

Assessments aligned to this topic: 

1.  Pre-test

2. Post-test

3. End of Topic Test (Form A)

4. End of Topic Test (Form B)

5. Standardized Test Practice

6. Performance Task with Rubric

Downloadable and 
editable in Word

Editable via Edulastic

A version with additional 
space for students to 
write their answers.

Log in to MyCL for assessment.

 Read and share with your student.

HOME CONNECTION
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MARK YOUR CALENDARONLINE RESOURCES FOR FAMILIES
www.carnegielearning.com/home-connection End of Topic Test:

 

Module 1  Topic 2  Family Connection 1High School Math Solution Algebra 1

How to support your student as they learn about

Sequences
Mathematics is a connected set of ideas, and your student knows a lot. Encourage them to use the 
mathematics they already know when encountering new concepts in this topic.

Recognizing that sequences are functions is an 

important building block. An understanding of 

arithmetic sequences is the foundation for linear 

functions. As students learn about more complex 

functions, the modeling process will help them solve 

real-world problems.

Where are we going?

Students have discovered and explained 

features of patterns. They have formed 

ordered pairs with terms of two 

sequences and compared the terms. In 

middle school, students have connected 

term numbers and term values as the 

inputs and outputs of a function.

Where have we been?

In this MATHbook topic, students explore sequences in tables of values, by equations, and as graphs 
on the coordinate plane. Students move from an intuitive understanding of patterns to a more formal 
approach of representing sequences as functions. In the final lesson of the topic, students are introduced 
to the modeling process. Defined in four steps, the modeling process gives students a structure for 
approaching real-world mathematical problems.

Where are we?

TOPIC 3 
Linear Regression

TOPIC 2 
Sequences 

TOPIC 1 
Quantities and 
Relationships 

MODULE 1
Search for Patterns 

MATHia

Encourage your students to work through the sequence of MATHia assigned to them. These workspaces 
deepen their understanding and provide practice with the concepts of Sequences.
Recognizing Patterns and Sequences 
• Describing Patterns and Sequences
• Graphs of Sequences

Determining Recursive and Explicit Expressions 
• Writing Recursive Formulas
• Writing Explicit Formulas 

A1_HomeConnection_Sampler.indd   1A1_HomeConnection_Sampler.indd   1 10/16/20   3:36 PM10/16/20   3:36 PM
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Module 1  Topic 2  Overview8

SAMPLE TOPIC PLAN

core implementation PLAN with flexible access to computers/tablets.

1 Session << 45 minutes

Log in to MyCL for:
 • Editable templates
 •  Alternative plans 

for longer sessions
 •   Implementations 

not using MATHia

  This activity highlights a key term or concept that is essential to the learning goals of the lesson.

Sequences
  Scope out MATHbook and MATHia sessions for this topic, 

keeping in mind your long term plan. 

You can schedule MATHia sessions any time; however, 
if you are using Skills Practice as the alternative, 
schedule those sessions after a completed lesson.

OVERVIEW: TOPIC 2

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 Session 5

F.IF.3, F.IF.5, F.BF.1a

LESSON 1
Is There a Pattern 
Here?
GETTING STARTED 

ACTIVITY 1 

LESSON 1 continued 
ACTIVITY 2

TALK THE TALK 

Use LiveLab 
and Reports 
to monitor 
students’ 
progress

F.IF.3, F.IF.5, F.BF.1a

LESSON 2
The Password Is...
Operations!
GETTING STARTED 

ACTIVITY 1 

LESSON 2 continued 
ACTIVITY 2 

TALK THE TALK

Session 6 Session 7 Session 8 Session 9 Session 10

F.BF.1a

LESSON 3
Did You Mean: 
Recursion?
GETTING STARTED 

ACTIVITY 1 

ACTIVITY 2 

ACTIVITY 3

TALK THE TALK 

Use LiveLab 
and Reports 
to monitor 
students’ 
progress

F.BF.2

LESSON 4
3 Pegs, N Discs
GETTING STARTED 

ACTIVITY 1 

LESSON 4 continued 
ACTIVITY 2

ACTIVITY 3

TALK THE TALK Use LiveLab 
and Reports 
to monitor 
students’ 
progress

Complete End-of-Topic Review and Assess
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